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virtue ethics stanford encyclopedia of philosophy - virtue ethics is currently one of three major approaches in normative
ethics it may initially be identified as the one that emphasizes the virtues or moral character in contrast to the approach that
emphasizes duties or rules deontology or that emphasizes the consequences of actions consequentialism, aristotle s
ethics stanford encyclopedia of philosophy - 1 preliminaries aristotle wrote two ethical treatises the nicomachean ethics
and the eudemian ethics he does not himself use either of these titles although in the politics 1295a36 he refers back to one
of them probably the eudemian ethics as ta thika his writings about character the words eudemian and nicomachean were
added later perhaps because the former was, environmental ethics internet encyclopedia of philosophy environmental ethics the field of environmental ethics concerns human beings ethical relationship with the natural
environment while numerous philosophers have written on this topic throughout history environmental ethics only developed
into a specific philosophical discipline in the 1970s this emergence was no doubt due to the increasing awareness in the
1960s of the effects that, mill john stuart ethics internet encyclopedia of - john stuart mill ethics the ethical theory of john
stuart mill 1806 1873 is most extensively articulated in his classical text utilitarianism 1861 its goal is to justify the utilitarian
principle as the foundation of morals this principle says actions are right in proportion as they tend to promote overall human
happiness, douglas husak welcome to department of philosophy - publications a published books the philosophy of
criminal law selected essays oxford university press 2010 458 pages overcriminalization the limits of the criminal law oxford
university press 2008 231 pages translated into spanish by rocio ferreccio with new preface marcial pons of madrid 2013,
information ethics for africa rafael capurro - information ethics in africa is a young academic field not much has been
published on the role that african philosophy can play in thinking about the challenges arising from the impact of ict on
african societies and cultures, willard van orman quine essay collection details - philosophy of quine dagfinn f llesdal
table of contents willard van orman quine mathematician and philosopher including list of books articles essays students
and travels includes links to other willard van orman quine internet resources as well as to other family web sites by douglas
boynton quine, ethics at work overview article theology of work - an overview we need to locate our approach to
christian ethics within an understanding of different approaches to ethics and moral reasoning in general 5 most often three
different approaches are identified
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